iBlue SMART GATE
Open your gate with your phone

iBlue SMART GATE
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Open your gate with your phone

Company

The iBlue Smart Gate device enables you to easily and securely control electric gates and
garage doors from your smartphone via a Bluetooth Smart connection. Furthermore, iBlue’s
virtual key sharing technology allows you to regulate the movement of employees or guests
by providing individual access rights throughout hotels, public institutions or office buildings.

All keys in one place
The smartphone app allows you to control multiple gates equipped with iBlue Smart Gate.
You can assign individual colors, names and pictures to each virtual key.
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You can find the applications on the web page www.iblue.co.uk.

Easy to install, easy to operate
Your gate technician can easily install the iBlue Smart Gate device,
which is fitted into the designated interface of the central control
panel. To maximize the range of the Bluetooth signal, the device
should be installed as close to the entry zone and as far from metal
components as possible. The device can be used both indoors and
outdoors. Subject to installation, the gate opener can be used from

www.iblue.eu

a distance of 5-100 meters, even simultaneously with the previous
remote opening system.

More from the iBlue portfolio…

iBlue IMMOBILIZER

Protect your vehicle with your phone

The iBlue Immobilizer is a smartphone-controlled vehicle immobilizer device. Utilizing the most
recent Bluetooth Smart technology, it provides you with peace of mind through comfortable
use and greater vehicle security. Upon turning the ignition key, the iBlue Immobilizer prevents
starting of the vehicle until you (or an authorized person) approve it using the smartphone
application.

